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The Servi Group’s American expansion to include hydraulic 
accumulator production. 

The Servi Group, the market leader for hydraulic solutions and 

systems in the Norwegian offshore industry, has announced their 

expansion into the American market.  Servi, which develops and 

produces custom hydraulic systems, cylinders and valves will now 

open a new production facility in Houston, Texas.   

Nils Flaa, President of Servi Fluid Power, opened a sales office in 2013, but immediately recognized the 

opportunity to further support the industry by increasing local capability such as production and service.  Mr. 

Flaa recently combined his efforts with vision of Kevin Rasefske, previous President and Rao Choday, previous 

Sales Manager, of Olaer USA prior to the acquisition of the Olaer Group in 2012.  The Houston site offer the 

legacy Servi product as well as expanding the Servi portfolio by providing the next level of service and quality 

into the global accumulator market.  Mr. Rasefske has assumed the role of Executive Vice President and Mr. 

Choday the Vice President of Sales and Marketing for Servi Fluid Power. 

“The expansion and market opportunities we now see arising out of our Houston operations is very exciting” – Bjørn A 

Gundersen, CEO Servi Group. 

About the Servi Group 

Servi Group is the largest provider of Power and Motion Control systems, components and services in the fields 

of hydraulics, pneumatics, electro-mechanics and bearings in Norway.  The company was first established in 

1912 and is most recently under new ownership by Ferd Capital, a Norwegian long-term investment company. 

The Servi Group is headquartered in Ski, Norway with nine locations in Norway in addition to Houston, USA. 
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